BELOVED
PORTRAITS
Inspired by Andrew Tift’s online exhibition, One Day
You’ll Be Older Too, we are inviting families to take part
in an intergenerational drawing activity!
Step 1 Read below to find out more about Andrew Tift’s work and learn about
realistic drawing.
Step 2 Choose a photograph of your grandparents or someone you look up to.
Step 3 Use your photograph to make a detailed pencil drawing of them.
Step 4 (optional) If you are looking for an extra challenge, why don’t you try to add
shading to your drawing?
Step 5 Post your lovely portrait out to your grandparents and challenge them to
draw a portrait of you to help show each other how close you are even when
you can’t be together!
You can find some top tips for lighting and shading below that will help you make
your portrait as detailed as possible. A big thank you to all the children and young
people from Arts Centre Washington’s Saturday Art Class who were invited to
complete their drawings in advance. You can see some of their brilliant examples
below and on the last page!

Teigan’s drawing of her grandmother Diane...          ...and Diane’s drawing of her granddaughter Teigan!
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Andrew Tift is an artist who specialises in portraits. He
has created a series of realistic portraits of residents in
local care homes in Washington. Sunderland Museum
& Winter Gardens exhibited the artworks alongside
the nationwide Leonardo Da Vinci: A Life In Drawing
exhibition last year and Arts Centre Washington had
plans to show his drawings in the gallery this year.
On his website, Andrew Tift writes:
“I found my subject matter in my early 20’s and never looked back. People are
endlessly fascinating to me and I find portraiture totally absorbing and enduring”

Andrew Tift at the opening of the exhibition at Sunderland Museum and Winter Gardens

What is a realistic drawing?
A realistic drawing is a very detailed drawing. Realistic artists usually draw from
photographs and their favourite subjects are people (portraits), still life and
landscapes. It can take a very long time to finish a realistic drawing because of the
amount of detail and skills needed.
Textures, lighting and shading are very important, and they help to capture the
emotions and feelings of the person in the portrait. The artist plays with all these things
to create a drawing that is so clear it almost looks ready to jump out of the page!
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Top tips for drawing:
• Start with a light sketch and draw your outline and largest shapes first.
• Keep your drawing light at first so you can easily correct your mistakes with a
rubber.
• Remember to look at your photograph often – it is much easier to draw from an
object in front of you or a photograph than from your memory!
• Watch out for smudges. Keep a white sheet under your hand to help you keep your
drawing clean.
• Try to add as much detail as possible, like folds in the clothes or jewellery, and
shading to help suggest depth.
You can make a lovely portrait even with very little shading!
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Top tips for shading:
• Think about the light and shadows in your
photograph. It might help you to think
about this question: if there was light
coming through a window, which side of
your object would it fall on? Look at the
example on the right: lighter areas will
be closer  to the window, with shadows
growing darker the further your object is
from it.
• What are the dark areas in your
photograph? In a portrait, one side of the
face might be darker than the other - you
should be able to notice this from their
nose, cheeks and neck! Try to make darker and lighter areas in your drawing using
one of the shading techniques below:
1. Hatching and cross hatching: draw vertical, diagonal or horizontal lines; draw lines
across to make a cross hatching shading. Try to follow the outline or shape of your
object (for example, shade a round object with curved lines).
Draw the lines closer together to create a dark area or spread them apart to make
it lighter.
2. Stippling: make a series of dots or very short lines by lifting your pencil up and
down from the paper. Again, if your dots are close to one another your area will be
darker.
3. Blending: shade with the side of a soft pencil and increase the amount of
pressure you apply to make transitions between light and dark.
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• Practice your shading with a value scale!
Draw a long rectangle and separate it with lines into 5 squares.
Shade the square on your left (or right side if you are left-handed) with your darkest
shade. Make the next square slightly lighter than your previous one. Leave the last
square empty.

• The exercise above should help you understand the pressure you need to apply to
make a light, medium or dark shade! Light pressure will help you make soft and
lighter areas, whilst for a dark area you will need to apply more pressure.
• (Optional) You can try smudging with your fingers to cover larger areas of shadows
more quickly and make the shading smoother.
Note: This will make your hands very dirty! Be careful about what you touch around
you and wash your hands thoroughly as soon as possible.
Ready to complete your drawing? Don’t forget to post it out to the grown up you
chose and to challenge them to do a portrait of you!
Below are some other brilliant examples created by young members of Arts Centre
Washington’s Saturday Art Class!

Harry’s drawing of his
grandparents Joseph and Julie

Olivia’s drawing of her
grandparents Joseph and
Julie

Poppy’s drawing of her great
grandad Bill

